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Very impressive and interesting to read. This book is very informative and well written. It's packed
with useful information about different types of hacking. A great guide for beginners because it has
step by step guide on how to execute each tip and every detail are discussed really well.

I was looking for a hacking book to learn more about a system's loopholes and to get more
information on how to make my sites and systems more secured. This book, surprisingly, has
provided me specifics and steps hackers use to exploit security weaknesses and different computer
programs. The steps pretty straightforward and clear. This information can be used to plug in the
holes and find weak areas in my system. Also made me aware of possible attacks from outside and
how they can be prevented. It pays to invest in anti-malware and virus programs but it is also one
thing to learn the basics of these attacks to better fight them. If you are into hacking, there surely are
a lot of knowledge for you in this book. But this would be a good read for anyone who would like to
fend off attackers as well.

I am not into computer hackings but I am curious how a person can do this special skill to gain
unauthorized access to data in a system. This book expertly offers steps and strategies on how to
hack various computer programs. It has explanations on what the kind of tools needed to hack and
it provides examples of different systems that could easily be hacked. This is very informative,
although I donâ€™t have plans of hacking anything but I like the knowledge that I acquired through
this book.

This book provides tips and strategies to perform various types of hacks This is a cool books for
those new to hacking and those who want to become an advanced hacker. I leaned quite a bit
about worms, viruses, browser hacking, encryption, decryption, and about various software that can
assist in a number of ways. I never knew that things like achieving faster internet speed and hacking
simple mail tracking protocol were possible until I read this book.

This is a very through book. I was impressed with the fact that it squeezed so much information into
a short book. That being said, this is not a true beginners book. You have to have a good sense and
some solid working knowledge of networks and CIS (computer information systems) in order to
understand this book. Computers are very complex and this book on hacking is no different. Don't
buy this book without some knowledge of computer technology and it's language. Overall though, it
is a solid book for those investigating the topic.

I got this book actually out of curiousity and to my surprise this book explains so much about
hacking and hackers. I recommend this book to anyone not familiar with hacking to read it. It will
teach you a lot of information you need to prevent Personal\I.D/ Money theft and other stuff you can
lose. My favorite part of the book is where the author explains how to prevent your computers from
getting hacked and secure them!

Do you want to be the world's greatest hacker-? This book containing proven steps and strategies
on hacking various computer programs would help you to go on that way. It also provides with the
tools you need to hack. Few examples of different systems that could be easily hacked are
described here so that you can capture it without little obstacle. I recommend this book to improve
your hacking skill.

Being a Technical Support Representative, I am very familiar of the technicalities of a software, but I
always think of hacking something. May it be a website, or a software. I just don't know how to do it.
After reading the book, I already have an idea on what to do. Sooo, you wouldn't want me to be one
of your enemies now.
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